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Prime Meridian Consulting India Private Limited is a company 
incorporated with the purpose of “Building Leaders Everywhere” and is 
an end-to-end leadership development and human transformation 
consulting services company providing coaching, training and 
consulting services to corporate bodies and public organisations.

We have expertise to tailor-made leadership interventions based on our 
vast experience and research-based international content given in 
succeeding paragraphs to meet your specific leadership challenges and 
deliver them through senior executives with vast corporate experience 
as follows: 

John Maxwell Team Professional and Leadership Development 
Programs and Assessment
Robin Sharma's 'Lead Without A Title System'
Marshall Goldsmith Leadership and Team Development and 
Assessment
LeaderShape Global's Emotional Intelligent and Authentic Ethical 
Leadership Programs and Individual and Culture Assessments
The Official Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi On-line Leadership Simulation 
Game on FLOW Promoting Leadership and Assessment
Collective Leadership Institute, Berlin, Collaborative & Collective 
Leadership programs
i4 NEUROLEADER Programs for the Imagination Age
THE INTELLIGENT LEADERSHIP™ Program 
Learning On-The-Go
Experiential Training, Games and Activities
Leadership Assessments

About us



John Maxwell Professional Development and 
Leadership Training
John Maxwell is the World's No. 1 Leadership Guru for last eight years and author of 70 + 
leadership books.

The workshops for senior and middle management are tailor made to suit our customer's 
requirement by tapping into the vast resource of programs of John Maxwell. 

Some of these are as follows:
• Leadership Gold for Senior Leadership
• Leadership by Influence
• Developing the Leader Within You
• Developing the Leaders Around You
• Everyone Communicates Leaders Connect
• Becoming a REAL Manager
• Leaders Ask Great Questions
• Sometimes You Win Sometimes You Learn and LeaderShift- Driving Change
• The 15 Laws of Growth, Intentional Living and Leading, Today Matter's and Putting Your 

Dreams to Test

Additional Features

• Leadership Game - Understanding Leadership and Organizational Culture
• Maxwell DISC Assessment and Feedback Workshop

Robin Sharma's Global Inc 'Lead Without A Title' 
System 
Robin Sharma is considered to be one of the top 5 leadership experts in the world. 
Workshop on “Lead Without a Title System™” for Building Leaders at every level of your 
organization is a course created by ROBIN SHARMA for achieving Business Priorities.

This intervention focuses on the business priorities of  Productivity, Profitability, Customer 
service, Employee motivation, Teamwork & Collaboration, Managing Change and Personal 
Growth. Modules of the System are as follows:
• Leadership 2.0 – Now YOU Can Lead Without A Title™ and Become A Game Changer 

Within Your Organization
• Leading Without A Title by Doing World-Class Work
• Unleashing Your Productivity and Getting Big Things Done In The Age Of Dramatic 

Distraction
• Building A High- Performing Team Of Inspired Superstars and Creating A Victim-Free 

Culture
• Leadership By Wowing Customers and The Creation Of Fanatical Followers Of Your 

Brand
• Using Change and Turbulent Conditions to Dominate Your Industry and Lead the Field
• Mastering Self-Leadership and Building an Exceptional Mindset
• The Ultimate Purpose of Leading Without A Title and Stepping into Your Leadership 

Best
*Includes pre-work with benchmarking assessments, live training, 45 weeks of on-line 
support, 90 days action plan and coaching calls.



Marshall Goldsmith (World's No 1 Leadership Coach)

Marshall Goldsmith's Stakeholder Centered approach has proven to help highly successful 
people make positive lasting change in leadership behavior through using a methodology 
that is highly effective and time efficient.
We conduct One-to-One or Group interventions to conduct the following:

• ‘On the Job' Leadership and Team Development Workshop: 
This workshop provides the participants with a very effective and cost-efficient process 
for leaders to grow themselves, their teams and achieve breakthrough results.

• TRIGGERs Workshop: 
This workshop helps you spot yourr triggers and give you tools, strategies and 
structures to control our impulses, choose our reactions, and move closer to becoming 
the person we want to be.

• One on One Executive Coaching and Team Coaching: 
One on One and TEAM coaching & mentoring is a very effective and cost-efficient way 
to grow leaders, change teams and develop the organizational culture.

LeaderShape, Global-Thought Leadership and 
Research based Organization
 
LeaderShape Global is a UK Headquartered Organization with a global culture that 
operates without borders. It exists to develop people around the world who can lead 
beyond their ego to be authentic, emotionally and ethically intelligent.

The interventions include:

• Building Robust Emotionally Intelligent Leadership for Creating a Performance 
Enhancing Culture

• Building Authentic and Ethical Leadership for Creating a Caring and Sustainable 
Culture

• Leadership Emotional Intelligence Performance Accelerator.  360-degree assessment 
with feedback and coaching

• Organizational Culture Survey with feedback and leadership development
• Coaching and Mentoring Skills
• Women Leadership Program

Collective Leadership Institute, Berlin (Thought Leader 
in the areas of Execution Excellence & Collaboration)

The Collective Leadership Institute is a cutting-edge organization with deep expertise in 
bringing emerging paradigm leadership concepts to multi-stakeholder processes and to 
address complex challenges in collaboration.
Based on 20 years of experience in making collaboration work and sound scientific 
research, the Collective Leadership Institutes.



Workshops and interventions are as follows:

• Collaborative Execution Excellence helps you achieve business results by 
implementation of a collaborative execution excellence system within your entire 
organisation

• The Art of Leading Collectively  helps you to keep your collaboration journey while 
navigating complex changes

• The Art of Stakeholder Collaboration build your strategic abilities and implementation 
skills in stakeholder engagement, dialogue, and collaboration processes for high-
impact solutions.

• Young Leaders for Sustainability Program is an outstanding new addition to the 
German training market and thus received an award from the German Council for 
Sustainable Development in 2016 - a strong program to cope with complex challenges 
of sustainability, such as achieving the SDGs, and also very concrete projects like 
implementing CSR regulations and guidelines in the private sector.

FLIGBY® (“FLOW is Good Business for You™”)  online 
Leadership Development Simulation

This is the official Flow-program for decision-makers by Professor Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi 
and ALEAS Simulations. This game has been designated by experts as the globe's top 
business simulation game (Gold Medal Prize, International Serious Play Awards, Seattle, 
2012). Salient aspects are as follows:

• FLIGBY leadership simulation is available as a powerful management-training tool 
with which to approach any organization interested in improving the performance of 
its managers/leaders.

• Employs real-life business simulation, in an interactive, movie-like setting; teaching 
how Flow can be promoted at the workplace. Aspiring as well as experienced 
managers will identify with it and learn from it.

• Employed in a blended learning approach by Certified FLIGBY Consultants.

i4 NEUROLEADER Programs for the Imagination Age

The i4 Model is a personal leadership model based on neurobiology and made up of four 
key organisational competencies and sixteen underpinning pillars. The model takes into 
account brain and body processes that have been relegated and, in many cases, forgotten 
when it comes to leadership and management practices. 

The model shows how a leader can develop their mental fitness to Perform, create the 
Collaboration framework to get the best from constantly changing groups, spark the 
Innovation required to determine where growth can occur and encourage the Agility to 
weave strategy and implementation together in interacting experiments of learning.



THE INTELLIGENT LEADERSHIP™ Program 

JOHN MATTONE, THE WORLD'S #1 AUTHORITY ON INTELLIGENT LEADERSHIP, THE 
WORLD'S TOP EXECUTIVE COACH AND THE FORMER COACH TO STEVE JOBS.

Discover and experience the unique and powerful components of the Intelligent Leadership 
(IL) Executive Coaching Blueprint created and mastered by John Mattone, the world's #1 
authority on corporate culture and leadership and the former coach to Steve Jobs, Roger 
Enrico, the former Chairman & CEO of PepsiCo., and hundreds of other highly successful 
global CEO's and leaders. 

John Mattone's Intelligent Leadership (IL) Executive Coaching Process is a 6 to 12 month 
“immersive” leadership and  growth journey that unlocks and unleashes a leader's full 
potential so they truly become the best leaders and people they can be. 

Intelligent Leadership (IL) Program is results-oriented; we will strengthen and ignite each 
executives' inner-core as a foundation to helping each executive strengthen and ignite their 
outer-core.

Learning On-The-Go
 
We provide on-line learning which is available on the computer and mobile phone both in 
video and on the job application and measurement-based formats.
These programs support participants to quickly learn, apply, practice and measure the 
implementation of new skills whole on the job. Unique features of programs are as follows:

• Customized to need of Organization
• Byte Size Training of 2-3 hours
• Each Module has few but specific actions to be taken
• On-line Modules
• Available on Mobile App
• Focused on Behavioral Change

Experiential Training, Games and Activities

Our experiential learning activities focus on the key skills needed for successful team 
building, teamwork, supervision, management and leadership. These are ideal for outbound 
events, seminars and larger groups.

We use Kolb’s Experiential Learning Theory and Cycle as a basis for all our experiential 
learning activities. We design our experiential learning activities, tools, and resources 
based around this theory so you get the best learning out of your training.

These include both indoor and outdoor games and activities.



Web Based Learning Management System

Mobile Friendly



DISC ASSESSMENT



Your FLIGBY Profile
Flow-Leadership Report

®





Contact

pavan@pmconsulting.in
+91-9650080246
Level 2, Augusta Point, Golf Course Road,
Sector 53, Gurugram 122002
Pavan Speaks
www.facebook.com/pavan.bakshi.1

Professional Leadership Development

Brief Introduction: CEO, Prime Meridian Consulting
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